Revisiting the Critical Condition for the Cassie-Wenzel Transition on Micropillar-Structured Surfaces.
Biological and engineering applications of superhydrophobic surfaces are limited by the stability of the wetting state determined by the transition from the Cassie-Baxter state to the Wenzel state (C-W transition). In this paper, we performed water droplet squeeze tests to investigate the critical conditions for the C-W transition for solid surfaces with periodic micropillar arrays. The experimental results indicate that the critical transition pressures for the samples with varying micropillar dimensions are all significantly higher than the theoretical predictions. Through independent measurements, we attributed the disparity to the incorrect assessment of the contact angle on the sidewall surfaces of the micropillars. We also showed that the theoretical models are still applicable when the correct contact angle of the sidewall surfaces is adopted. Our work directly validates and improves the theoretical models regarding the C-W transition and suggests a potential route of tuning superhydrophobicity using finer scale surface features.